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important. Fewer management layers, semi-autonomous teams, agile organiza-

tions: management would be foolish not to listen to the collective wisdom of their
workforce. Yet, troughout the years I have wondered why so many (or perhaps:
all?) employee surveys lead to so little change. Ever heard on a birthday party
about that fantastic employee survey? Hmmm, ….no.

Invariably, employee surveys are concluded by the dreaded sticky-notes sessions.
Basically, you’re going to ask the employees AGAIN what they think. First, you

survey employees about the situation in generic terms and then again to specify on
a Post-It what they actually meant in the ﬁrst place. The team manager gets the
ﬂipchart with the collected sticky notes ... never to heard again of.
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we automate consultancy
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employees. One is about the usual approach of asking opinions and always

getting a positive endscore. The other one is about asking for veriﬁable facts and
understanding what works and what doesn’t. And we conclude with an article
about the alternative to Post-It parties: the Focus Festival.

Still think that these Post-It parties are cool and

contributing to the company? Still think there is
no alternative?
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In this magazine we feature an article about two different approaches to asking

I would love you to read these.

TRANSPARENCYLAB

-

Dr. Jan van de Poll is founder of Transparency Lab and in daily life pretty
occupied with automated consultancy and mastering the fretless bass.

The Match, The T.K.O.

In organizations, lower management and employees get more and more strategic responsibilities due to a reduction of management layers, the increase of autonomous teams and
the availability of information technology. Involving employees in decision-making is an
example of ‘the wisdom of the crowd’: a group may outsmart the smartest individual (that
is to say: board members) given certain conditions. These conditions are that the crowd is
diverse, that individual members contribute independently and – most importantly – that
they supply factual input.

What if we focus that decision-making capability of employees on what’s closest to them
in their work: their own team? Ah! Immediately, the annual employee survey springs to
mind. That dreaded questionnaire! Asking for opinions. Invoking socially acceptable
answers. Employees, unsure about consequences, answering anonymously. The
sticky-notes sessions afterwards. And, of course, the drawer in which the report will end
without ever coming out again. Ever encountered a team that improved measurably
because of an employee survey!?

OUR RESEARCH IN NUMBERS

Industries

Organizations

12

Employees surveyed

1,700+
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Teams

FEATURED

FEATURED

LIKERT vs. GUTTMAN

This research magazine shows what hidden layers become visible when you start asking

employees factual questions. Questions about team objectives. About management styles.
About team communication and -collaboration. About conﬂicts and about celebrating

50

138

successes.

Once you have factual input at your disposal, new avenues for analysis and understanding

patterns. You can hardly calculate with opinions. With factual input the whole Artiﬁcial IntelliIntelli-

gence toolkit becomes available. And that’s exactly what we have done for this research paper.
# of answers given

With an objective question format we asked teams about aspects of team effectiveness. And

that’s exactly what we wanted to achieve in this very ﬁrst brand new AMAIZE. With an objective
question format we asked teams about aspects of team effectiveness.

75,000+

This research magazine will show you how to quickly separate opinions from facts, will list

sample questions, will give examples of team effectiveness patterns and will discuss employee
survey issues like anonimity.
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FACTS
the Guttman scale

Almost all employee surveys ask questions using a so called Likert format, named after the

As management must measure what things to do to further improve a team’s effectiveness,

attitudes”. Note the word: attitude. For improving team effectiveness, management cannot

1944 by another psychologist, Louis Guttman. He ranked answers on closed questions in

American psychologist Rensis Likert who invented this scale in 1932 “for the measurement of

it’s time to look for an alternative scale. The Guttman scale, for example was invented in

manage these attitudes directly; it must do certain things and stop doing other things in order

order of difﬁculty. The idea is that if a respondent agrees up to answer 2, he automatically

to, subsequently, inﬂuence behavior.

agrees with answer 1 and does not agree with answer 3. An example:

The usual employee survey is about measuring the most common attitude of all: employee satis-

1. Are you willing to let immigrants live in your city? (Yes/No)

go haywire. An example. Employee A has no objectives, never has to answer to his manager and

3. Are you willing to let your child marry an immigrant? (Yes/No)

example. The organization has gone from 7 different ways-of-working to one standard way,

Yet, this ranking solves few of the biases as with Likert and (in this case) does willingness say

attitudes are at odds with, or even perpendicular to, team effectiveness.

you. But things get much better when this ‘stack’ of attitudes gets replaced by a stack of

2. Are you willing to let immigrants live next to you? (Yes/No)

faction. But here the link between management doing things and employees perceiving things
enjoys the Friday afternoon team drink every week. Clearly, a very satisﬁed employee. Another

taking away the ‘toy’ of Employee B who is, understandably, not satisﬁed. Two examples where

nothing about actual behavior in case (here) the immigrant shows up to live next door to

So, how can you recognize a Likert scale? Here are two examples of answer formats where an

factual observations, for example:

employee either has to indicate a level of agreement or put a score or value to a statement:

Q. How have you deﬁned your team objectives?
A1. We have no team objectives (yet)

Q. We have clear team objectives

A2. We have a qualitative description

A. Disagree | Somewhat disagree | Neutral | Somewhat agree | Agree

A3. We have formal, SMART key performance indicators.

Bad news never travels alone. A Likert scale comes with an array of biases (see page 8) distorting
the informative value and when applied for measuring team effectiveness almost always shows a

Moreover, if the questionnaire design focuses on omitting any adjective or adverb that

the graphs on the next pages.

8. After all, a ‘good’ process can mean anything since what Employee C things is ‘good’

cannot be veriﬁed, this type of scale solves a a large part of the biases as mentioned in page

positive score (see page 7) completely reducing the sense of urgency for change. Have a look at
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OPINIONS
the Likert scale

might be ‘mediocre’ by the standards of Employee D. But asking for a ‘documented’ process is using an adjective that is certainly veriﬁable: just ask for the document.

The Guttman gets further improved when asking for two answers on the same question:
what is the actual situation in the team and what is the personal ambition or wish of the

respondent to get things changed in the coming (overseeable) period of 6 months. While

the actual situation should represent a veriﬁable version of the truth, the ambition score is a
again an opinion, albeit a veriﬁable one after the 6 months are over.
Q. How have you deﬁned your team objectives?
A1. We have no team objectives (yet)

5

A2. We have a qualitative description

A3. We have formal, SMART key performance indicators.

Now

In 6 months
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The Likert scale

Social desirability & conformity

Our research suggests that when Likert scales are used for team effectiveness assessments
and employee surveys the questions’ scores are normally distributed but limited to a small

Yes saying and acquiescence

bandwidth of scores. Why have a scale from 0 to 10 when 85% of respondents scores 5 or
higher?

Sample bias

LIKERT

% of respondents

20%

survey the 128 teams in our research:

10%

Q. Have team objectives been translated into a year planning?

5%

A1. No
1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9-10

Q. Do you have 1-on-1 meetings with your manager?

The Guttman scale also has a statistically normal distribution with most respondents scoring
around 5 and the least amount of respondents scoring around 0 and around 10.
In > 20% of Likert polls,
respondents scored
between 7 and 8.

In > 4% of Guttman polls,
respondents scored
between 1 and 2.

30%

LIKERT

25%

% of respondents

A2. Translated into a rough outline
A3. Speciﬁc objectives per month, quarter, etc.

Score on a question

The Guttman scale

A1. Not at all OR hardly ever
A2. There are meetings BUT irregularly and/or unstructured
A3. Regular meetings with clear structure and to-do list at the end

Q. Does your team gather informally?
A1. Not at all OR hardly ever

A2. Just ad hoc meetings with an incomplete team (e.g. Friday afternoon drinks)
A3. Speciﬁc 'social team agenda' with team activities

20%
15%
10%

Q. Is it possible to show that you disagree with something?

GUTTMAN

A1. No, that would disturb the team too much
A2. I can speak out BUT that will not change much

5%
0%
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Self-leniency

Here are some examples of questions in the Guttman-scale format as have been used to

15%

0-1

Illusory superiority

Sample Questions

25%

0%

Extreme response styles or central tendency bias

84% scores 5 or higher

30%

0-1

FEATURED

FEATURED

EXAMPLES OF BIASES WHEN USING LIKERT:

A3. I can speak out AND my arguments will be carefully evaluated
1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

Score on a question

7-8

8-9 9-10
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NO NEED TO HIDE

THE BENCHMARK

Drop anonimity and reap the beneﬁts

128 Teams: winners, losers & the shopping list
HOW DID OUR 1700
RESPONDENTS DO?

You’ll often hear that anonymous surveys can provide for more
honest feedback. The nature of a nameless survey means that
respondents can answer freely without fear of reprisals or embarrass-

WHERE TEAMS SCORE BEST
1. Can you show that you disagree with
something?

15%

2. Are your colleagues genuinely interested

ment. Anonymous surveys work well for topics that are deeply per-

in you?

sonal and allow people to respond openly and honestly.

3. Are there team discussions?

On the ﬂip side, anonymous surveys may be less speciﬁc. If the
survey is anonymous, you might not have a frame of reference for the

4. How is news (about the company / your
NAMED

ANONYMOUS

respondents’ complaints, so you can’t be completely sure of the whole picture. Another negative is that respondents don’t have to “own” an anonymous survey. If they have to give their

team) communicated internally?
5. Is there a clear division of roles within the
team?

WHERE TEAMS SCORE LEAST
1. Are you part of a 'mentor' / 'student' couple?
2. How does your team celebrate successes?
3. Does your team also meet outside working
hours?
4. Are team goals translated into your own
personal goals?
5. Have you been involved in the realization of
team goals?

name, they must also be able to stand behind their feedback and defend it. Without ownership,
your data may not always be accurate. Using the Guttman scale as in our research yielded in a
low level of anonymity: 15% of all respondents.
Is there a way how we can entice respondents to submit their name? In what
environment do we see more named responses? To shed a light on this
issue, we compared on what questions the named respondents scored

WHAT DO SPECIFIC
AGE GROUPS LIKE
TO SEE IMPROVED?

YOUNGER THAN 25 YEARS
1. Being asked to supply new ideas.
2. Celebrate team successes.
3. Being involved in the process’ phase
BEFORE their own.

most signiﬁcantly (up to 25%) higher compared to the anonymous
respondents. The Box below shows the results. The take-away?
Being personally involved in the team, getting involved by
colleagues and management: the trust put in the employee makes
the difference.

26 TO 35 YEARS
1. Being asked to supply new ideas.

1. Celebrate team successes.

2. Management adjusts objectives when

2. Management adjusts objectives when

necessary.
QUESTION WHERE ANONYMOUS RESPONDENTS SCORED LOW:

36 TO 45 YEARS

3. Celebrate team successes.

necessary.

3. Being asked to supply new ideas.

Are you involved in the work process’ phase BEFORE your own?
Does your team also meet outside working hours?
Are you part of a 'mentor' / 'student' couple?
Can you show that you disagree with something?
Is there ﬁnancial support for new initiatives / activities?
Have you been involved in the realization of team goals?
Are you actively asked by managers to think about innovation?
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46 TO 55 YEARS

OLDER THAN 55 YEARS

1. Celebrate team successes.

1. Celebrate team successes.

2. Getting ﬁnancial support for new initia-

2. Getting ﬁnancial support for new initia-

tives.

3. Organizing feedback within your team.

tives.

3. Getting appreciation from their own
manager.
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THE ANATOMY OF A TEAM

A.I. uncovers hidden patterns in team effectiveness

THE “NO PLAN-DO-CHECK-ACT”-PATTERN
When we analysed the 128 teams in our research, we had artiﬁcial intelligence look for patterns
across teams. Eventually, we found six patterns in team effectiveness that appeared again and
again. In this issue of AMAIZE we discuss two of these patterns and show you how these patterns
get visualized. Here is how the “No Plan-Do-Check-Act”-pattern looks like in a so called “Grid
Map”.
The questionnaire topics are represented in the columns. The respondents are represented in the
rows. With three answers the worst answer scores a 0, the middle answer a 5 and the best answer
a 10. The scores of multiple questions then get averaged to come to a group (or questionnaire-)
score. Example in this Grid Map: respondent #1 scores an 8,0 for “Setting” (objectives) (upper left

Grandtotal

Collaboration

Innovation

Celebration

The Grid Map clearly shows that
Policies

Communication

Appreciation

Feedback

Alignment

Objectives

Reviewing

Setting

corner of the Grid Map).

the columns for “Setting” (objectives) and “Conﬂicts & Celebration” score remarkably
orange/red compared to the
other topics that are predominan-

SIX PATTERNS IN TEAM EFFECTIVENESS

ly green. Where the questions
about “Reviewing” (objectives)
are more of a procedural nature
whereas the “Conﬂicts & Celebration” score shows to what extent
the team really gets to grip with
what did and didn’t work to
achieve the team’s objectives.

1. Low conﬂicts & celebration

30% of teams

2. The tear-up

25%

3. No Plan-Do-Check-Act

15%

4. Silo’s

15%

5. No sweat

10%

6. No objectives

11

5%
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THE ANATOMY OF A TEAM

CELEBRATE! THE DEEP DESIRE OF EMPLOYEES

AI uncovers hidden patterns in team effectiveness
“Celebrate team successes?” as one of their Top-3 improvement wishes. In fact, this question

topics. And again, the topics are represented by the
columns; the respondents by
the rows.

celebrate successes regularly nor does this with the whole team.
Grandtotal

Collaboration

Policies

was one of the worst scoring questions as well. The exact data show that 89% does neither
Communication

alignment

Objectives

than the one shown on page 11 but covers the same

Reviewing

This questionnaire is slightly different in structure

Setting

THE “TEAR-UP”-PATTERN

Feedback & Appreciation

Remarkably, ALL out of the 5 brackets in the “A selection of scores”-section mentioned

Q. How does your team celebrate successes? (1601 respondents answered this question)
A1. We don’t (34% of the respondents)
A2. We celebrate when the opportunity arises (56%)
A3. We make it a habit to celebrate successes with the whole team (11%)

Where the “No Plan-Do-Check-Act”-patten was
about looking for orange/red columns this
pattern is looking for orange/red rows. And
there is a sort of divide clearly visible: roughly
40% (mostly the upper rows) are doing ﬁne with
only minor aspects to change. The other 60%
(mostly the bottom rows) are doing much worse
with only minor aspects that do not need further
intervention anytime soon.
This pattern occurs in approximately 15% of the
teams in our research. The team is torn up
between the ‘haves’ and ‘not haves’. Such a
pattern can be very detrimental to the survival of
the team as it damages the core social fabric.

And that is a pity. Celebrating success at the workplace is known to increase engagement, to
boost motivation, to improve productivity, to strengthen team building, to enhance company
culture and to create loyalty. And celebrating success it not only about money, salary raises and
bonuses. Alternative ways to celebrate successes with the whole team include the team party,
gifts, ﬂexible scheduling, handwritten thank-you notes, inclusion on social media and newsletters, etc and something as simple as the high-ﬁve. The ‘why’ (beneﬁts) and the ‘how’ (means) of
celebrating successes are well-known. But what are the other
characteristics of ‘Teams That Celebrate’? Is it just a matter of
throwing a party or is there more at hand? To answer that we
looked at other questions in our research that scored in sync
with the question about celebrating team successes. So,
respondents that scored low on the celebration-question
were also scoring low on these questions. Conversely,
respondents that scored high on this question were
also scoring high on these questions. The black box
at the bottom of this page shows the questions
that correlated most with the celebration-question.
Teams That Celebrate are strong in trying new ideas,

TEAMS THAT CELEBRATE ALSO SCORED HIGH ON:
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have a strong feedback culture and meet outside work.
In other words, it seems celebration of successess is not the

-- Receiving appreciation from their own manager

root cause to a cohesive and communicative team but rather

-- Meeting colleagues outside regular work hours

the capstone of a transparent work process. That means, that the

-- Receiving feedback from their manager how they were performing

strong wish of the respondents in our reaearch for celebrating

-- Getting ﬁnancial support for new initiatives/activities

successes might mean something beyond the team party or the high-ﬁve.

-- Organizing feedback within the team

rency.
It’s the profound wish for team transparency.
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Maud Provily

Feenstra recently switched from asking for opinions to asking for measurable facts. In what way
did Feenstra beneﬁt from these optimized questionnaires?

We used to work with questions based on opinions and therefore we could not perform a proper

analysis of the answers. With the Transparency Lab method, topics were presented in a deﬁned and
recognizable format that also enabled employees and management to have effective discussions.

Compared to other assessments, these topics are fully ﬂexible thus driving us to use a variety in our
choice of questions. Topics that always have a high score can then easily be substituted by other
topics we need to improve.

What are your thoughts on anonymous employee surveys? Do you prefer this compared to named
respondents? Or do we perhaps overvalue this functionality, and would it be beneﬁciary in some
way to actually know your respondents?

It is obviously quite valuable to know which employee answers which question. However, we need to
make sure that all mandatory requirements regarding safety and privacy within our organization are
fully met. To be honest, it did take a while before we asked for names (voluntary-based) within our

questionnaires. But now that we do, we see more and more employees providing their name which is
certainly crystallizing the talks within our workplace.

Our research indicates that many organizations do not really celebrate successes in the workplace
while at the same token respondents want to improve this low score signiﬁcantly. How does
Feenstra celebrate its successes?

That’s a smart question. Well, I must admit, we Dutch have a tendency to not celebrate each and every
success. Also within Feenstra we need to be very alert to give attention to company successes and to
not take it all for granted. Or even worse, to focus even more on the stuff that maybe didn’t go that
Feenstra is part of the Vattenfall concern.

Vattenfall is a European energy company with approximately 20,000 employees. For

more than 100 years Vattenfall has electriﬁed industries, supplied energy to people's
homes and modernised our way of living through innovation and cooperation.
Vattenfall now wants to make fossil-free living possible within one generation.
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INTERVIEW

Maud Provily
Directeur HRM
Feenstra

HOW FEENSTRA CELEBRATES

well. So, in the ﬁrst place we try and acknowledge those moments and congratulate colleagues

through Yammer or by treating a team to some nice cakes. Each team performs team activities at least
once a year and we have the usual Christmas parties. Next to all this, we have an annual global Feenstra Day for all employees. On this day we reﬂect on all current company results and enjoy a lot of fun
activities.
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QUICK GUIDE

THE FOCUS FESTIVAL

How to start your own assessment

When sticky notes are so passé

In this issue of AMAIZE, we showed you how to effectively tap the wisdom of the crowd – your
employees – to design more effective teams. Forget the questions using a Likert scale. Say goodbye
to the biases. And say hello to the Guttman scale and harness employee ambition as well. And we
introduced you to the six ﬂavors of team effectiveness and visualized two of them:
1. Low conﬂicts & celebration

30% of teams in our study

2. The tear-up

25%

3. No Plan-Do-Check-Act

15%

4. Silo’s

15%

5. No sweat

10%

6. No objectives

Clearly, you are now way past the opinions and the sticky notes and fully into asking for opinions, dropping anonimity and detecting team effectiveness patterns.

NOW WHAT!?
Enter, the Focus Festival. Other research into artiﬁcal intelligence at the TLab Research Institute
produced algorithms that compare the six team effectiveness patterns with various effectiveness stages
in a so-called maturity model. The gaps between the patterns and the maturity stages are compared on
organizational alignment, effort to improve and the team’s capacity to change and a preferred
improved plan is calculated. These algorithms are 4 times ‘smarter’ than managers in setting priorities
for improving team effectiveness.

5%

By now, you must be wondering: “How are our teams doing?”. Well, you gotta ask your employees.
Luckily, that is a very straightforward process. Have a look at the graph: it requires 10 minutes per
person and 10 days for the whole assessment from start to ﬁnish. What you get is, among others,
dashboards. Not just for the organization, but also for each team/role/location and even for each
employee. The organization- and team dashboards show WHY to improve, WHAT the priorities are
and WHERE attention is needed. The individual dashboard per employee shows WHAT to improve,

So, when employees come together after submitting their answers, the preferred course of action has
already been laid out. There is time to focus: HOW are we going to improve and WHO can help whom
with WHAT. And also enter The Buddy Map. This Buddy Map helps you to effectively share successes so
you can spend more time at actually celebrating these team successes.

An Organization Network Map: who can help whom to improve with what.

10 minutes per person
+/-10 days per group
Employees

Fill in

Team feedback
HR Department
Co -creation

Transparency Lab

SOPHIE
JOHN
ALLEN

Agree?

Check
assessment

LIZZY

Determine
‘next steps’
LUKE

BETTY

PAUL

Realtime
dashboards

Max. 3 interviews

Pre-alignment enables a more
efﬁcient implementation
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Managers can log in, follow
respons and play around with
the data.

MANAGEMENT

RICKY

MARY

SALESTEAM
IT TEAM

ZOE

THE BUDDY MAP

HOW to do that and WHO can help whom.
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